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The wild variant of this animal was named Bos mutus (silent bull) by Nikolay Przhevalsky, believing that it
did not make a sound at all. Indeed, they are not known to produce the characteristic mooing sound.
However, they grunt and so the scientific name of the domestic variant is Bos grunniens (grunting bull).
Which animal?
What is the name of the American award for accomplishments in animation, presented since 1972 by Los
Angeles branch of the International Animated Film Association? They were originally designed to celebrate
lifetime or career contributions to animation but since 1992 it has given awards to individual films.
The most downloaded app in the first quarter of 2018, with an estimated 45.8 million downloads, was this
Chinese platform that allows users to create their own short music videos. Users first choose from a list of
background music. Then, the app records them while they do whatever they want for fifteen seconds. What
app, sharing its name with the debut single by American artist Kesha?
Before Lionel Messi surpassed his records, which Dutch midfielder, currently the manager of PSV, was the
most capped foreign player for Barcelona with 291 total appearances?
In Europe, it lasted roughly from 3500 to 1700 BC. Which prehistoric period is also called Eneolithic or
Chalcolithic?

♫♫♫ You hear one of the biggest hits from an American folk punk band’s 1983 debut album. The song has
later been covered by Gnarls Barkley. Which band?
F7. Which luxury car company, a subsidiary of German group BMW, introduced recently its first SUV, the
Cullinan that they named after the largest diamond discovered to date?
F8. This sculpture was made at Napoleon's personal and insistent demand. However, when it was ready, he
refused to accept it, calling it "too athletic" and banning the public from seeing it. It was sold to the British
government in 1816 is now on display in stairwell at the Duke of Wellington's London residence. A bronze
copy is in the courtyard of Palazzo Brera, Milan. Who made this “Napoleon as Mars the Peacemaker”?
F9. The country’s first president (1966-80) was Seretse Khama, the fourth (2008-18) his son Ian Khama. Which
country?
F10. It is the most expensive television drama series not made in English, costing nearly $40 million. Which 2017
German series that is set in 1929 during the Weimar Republic and follows police inspectors Gereon Rath
and Charlotte Ritter, was co-directed by Tom Tykwer, Hendrik Handloegten and Achim von Borries?
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F11. Which racing track from the Formula 1 calendar is unique for its number eight shape, thanks to an
overpass?
F12. What name is given to the sediment that is formed by accumulation of wind-blown dust and is some of the
most agriculturally productive terrain in the world? It also gives the name to a plateau in China where
Yellow River originates.
F13. In the Bible, she was the wife of Ahab, King of Israel, and incited her husband to abandon the worship of
Yahweh and encourage worship of the deities Baal and Asherah instead. For this transgression she met a
gruesome death—thrown out of a window and her corpse eaten by stray dogs. Her use of cosmetics also
led to the association with "painted women" or prostitutes. Who?
F14. Which 1959 novel follows the narration of junkie William Lee, who takes on various aliases, from the U.S. to
Mexico, eventually to Tangier and the dreamlike Interzone? According to the author, the title was
suggested by Jack Kerouac and means a frozen moment when everyone sees what is on the end of every
fork.
F15. What’s the name of relatively harmless liver disorder, manifested by jaundice caused by high levels of
bilirubin in bloodstream, which affects 5% of the population? It was first described in 1901 by a French
doctor and is also named after him.
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TIK TOK
Phillip COCU
COPPER AGE
VIOLENT FEMMES
ROLLS-ROYCE
Antonio CANOVA
BOTSWANA
“BABYLON BERLIN”
SUZUKA
LOESS
JEZEBEL
“NAKED LUNCH” by William S. Burroughs
GILBERT’S syndrome

